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A
fter two planes, countless trains and 
luckily, no automobiles, I stumbled out 
of the train station in Bergen, Norway – 
my eyes half shut, yet mind fully awake. 
Exactly 24 hours had elapsed since or-

dering an early morning Gett taxi from my humble 
Tel Aviv abode. As the driver cruised down the main 
drags en route to Ben-Gurion Airport, the city that 

(usually) never sleeps seemed to be taking a catnap: 
the infantry of barstools that spill onto Dizengoff 
Street were stacked in organized rows, their dispo-
sition as cold as their metallic makeup; Allenby 
Road’s countless cafés were counting sheep; the 
doe-eyed street art characters protecting Florentin’s 
bohemian fortress even seemed to droop just a tad. 

At this most ungodly hour, I gathered hints to un-
locking Tel Aviv’s rich and resilient culture for the 
last time before heading off to Scandinavia in pur-

suit of happiness. Little did I know that an equally 
rich and similar culture awaited me on the other 
side of Europe.

As a young, proudly Jewish traveler with rabbin-
ical lineage, I always make it my utmost mission 
to seek out at least a bite-sized rugelach of Jewish 
history in every city that I visit – whether that be 
the lively Jewish quarter in Prague or an unassum-
ing synagogue once flooded, but never forgotten 
in Florence. Nonetheless, based on my preliminary 

research, I was not expecting much Jewry in the 
coastal town of Bergen.

While Oslo houses The Center of Studies of Holo-
caust and Religious Minorities, and, of course, has 
shown notable Middle East peace efforts in the form 
of the Oslo Accords, Norway has a long history of 
Jewish resistance. Until the late 16th century, Den-
mark’s Lutheran-based laws restricted Jewish settle-
ment in the west, and although attitudes shifted in 
1830 after Norway gained independence from its 
Danish sister, thereby encouraging a half-decent 
Jewish migration from Central and Eastern Europe, 
German occupation during World War II led to the 
handing over of almost 800 local Jews to German 
authorities. 

And so, upon sidling through the quiet cobble-
stoned streets that surround Bergen Central Station, 
I could not pull away from the impressive display 
of stenciled figures locking eyes with mine. They 

concealed a secret, though I had not yet understood 
what that secret was. 

It came to me in fragments, as I passed more run-
ners and ghost bikes than pedestrians, a culinary 
identity crisis consisting of equal parts Eritrean, 
Ethiopian, Thai and Indian cuisine and a 1:1 ratio 
of tattoo parlors to coffee shops. The runners took 
to lakes and mountain trails rather than seaside 
boardwalks, though they sported the same long un-
derwear despite wildly disparate temperatures. 

Deep into an evening at “No Stress,” a zany cock-
tail bar with mismatched furniture and a “Wildely” 
satirical menu that may well have been written by 
Oscar himself, I pieced it all together. I was staring 
at a mirror image of Tel Aviv’s Florentin area, and 
in doing so, I had found my rugelach of Judaism. 
Heck, I had found a baker’s dozen, because Juda-
ism is more than simply a religious practice, it is a 
cultural practice as well. For a millennial especial-

ly, gathering round the table to light candles and 
recite blessings every Friday is as much of a Jewish 
cultural practice as sipping a chili martini under a 
panoply of parasols. In fact, the display of hanging 
umbrellas bore a striking resemblance to those that 
currently paint a prominent White City walkway 
multicolor. 

While I may have listened to Norwegian indie 
bands instead of Kabbalat Shabbat psalms and the 
only Jews I encountered in Bergen were a trio of 
American tourists at the cocktail bar, I felt a stron-
ger sense of Jewish identity massaging my aching 
muscles after the steep hike up Fløyen than I had 
ever felt in Italy, Spain, France, the UK and North 
America combined – a soothing feeling that I will 
carry in my backpack for the rest of my time in 
Scandinavia, from spending Rosh Hashanah with a 
Jewish family in Stockholm to biking along the pic-
turesque houses of Copenhagen.  

FEATURETRAVEL

Finding Florentin in 
Bergen, Norway

A FEW trees fall victim to yarn bombing by the Fløibanen funicular.
CHILI MARTINIS and chill reads at ‘No Stress’ Cocktail Bar.AN UNASSUMING tattoo parlor beside a literature store.

MULTIMEDIA EFFECTS add layers to the longstanding 
local scene.
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FEATURE FEATURETRAVEL TRANSPORTATION

PAINTED GHOST bikes memorialize deceased cyclists.

COLORFUL UMBRELLA decorations dangle above an alleyway restaurant.SLEEPY COBBLESTONES by the train station at dawn. 

A STREET art gallery 
pamphlet with a touch 
of political satire.

MURALS FOR 
miles just like 
in Florentin.

COME ON ride the train: The first locomotive debuts during a test run in mid-January. (Sybil Ehrlich)

Further fulfillment of Herzl’s Utopia
The first electric train reaches 
Jerusalem

• GOL KALEV

S
eptember 25 was a special day in Jerusalem. 
The holiday of Sukkot brought thousands of 
Israelis to Jerusalem, but something else was 
making its way up the mountains toward the 
holy city. The first stage of the electric train 

connecting Tel Aviv to Jerusalem – from Ben-Gurion 
Airport to the capital – has opened!

In the works for decades, the train is likely to change 
the relationship between 110-year-old Tel Aviv and 
3,000-year-old Jerusalem. Two cities, an hour drive 
apart (barring traffic issues) – but with different narra-
tives and perception. 

The inauguration of the train marks the fulfillment 
of yet another element of Theodor Herzl’s dream. The 
father of Zionism outlined his vision for the Jewish 
State in his 1902 utopian novel The Old New Land (in 
Nahum Sokolow’s Hebrew translation “Tel Aviv,” after 
which the city founded seven years later was named). 
In the book, two men, Kingscourt and Löwenberg, vis-
it Palestine and observe its destitute emptiness. They 
return two decades later once the Jewish State is estab-
lished, and are stunned by its accomplishments.

“All the Devils!” shouts Kingscourt. “What’s that?” 
He points to a large iron car running along the tops of 
the palms. 

“An electric overhead train,” explains Littwak. “You 
must have seen them in Europe.”

Like Kingscourt, drivers on Route 1 connecting Tel 
Aviv and Jerusalem must have been impressed by iron 
cars suddenly running on bridges near them, disap-
pearing into mountains and emerging from tunnels.

From the train’s window, the view is not only of 

beauty, but also of revival: fields planted, neighbor-
hoods constructed, roads built. It is indeed the view of 
the fulfillment of Herzl’s utopia. From the second level 
of the train, one can see the shoreline neighborhoods 
on the left side and far into the Samarian mountains 
on the right.

On its first day, still in experimental phase, the outer 
cars were nearly empty. An ultra-Orthodox family was 
enjoying the landscape; an American was working on 
his laptop plugged into electricity; a young religious 
couple was chatting continuously and gazing through 
the windows. 

A switch of trains is necessary at Ben-Gurion airport 
until the electrification is completed to Tel Aviv. This 
lengthens the anticipated 28-minute journey to 45 
minutes – still shorter and more predictable than by 
car or bus.

With the new train line, Jerusalem will be different, 
although it is yet to be perceived how. Some believe 
the train will drive the two cities further apart – that 
young seculars living in Jerusalem due to work or 
study will now move to Tel Aviv and commute. This 
would make Jerusalem more religious and older. Oth-
ers believe that the train will soften the differences in 
narrative and experience, that it will enable Tel Avians 
to travel frequently to the holy city and vice versa. This 
could essentially unite the two metropolis cities into 
some sort of JerusAviv.

One thing is clear: with the newfound accessibility, 

some misperceptions of Jerusalem are likely to be shat-
tered. Many Israelis view Jerusalem as a city of conflict, 
poverty and divisiveness. This is out of sync with con-
temporary realities. Jerusalem is the symbol of opti-
mism. Israelis ascending to Jerusalem by train will be 
able to see Arabs interacting with Jews in the market, 
nuns next to rabbis, Orthodox adherents alongside 
their secular brethren. Jerusalem is about dialogue, 
appreciation and gratitude. If Zionism is light to Juda-
ism, Jerusalem is light to Israelis.

Misperceptions of Jerusalem are not limited to just 
Israelis. As Arab and Jewish residents of Jerusalem were 
looking forward to the arrival of the fast train, Euro-
peans found reasons to delay it. With small portions 
of the tracks crossing the invisible 1949 cease-fire line, 
European leaders put pressure on European companies 
participating in the construction, who eventually had 
to withdraw. While this satisfied European obsessions, 
it forced Arabs and Jews alike to wait longer.

In Herzl’s opus, Kingscourt and Löwenberg take 
note: “When they alighted from their train, they no-
ticed a train on the next track marked for Beirut.”

The train to Beirut is not yet available; this element 
in Herzl’s vision is yet to be fulfilled. But as the electric 
line is completed to Tel Aviv, there is renewed hope 
that the people of the Middle East will be able to over-
come external intervention from Europe, Iran and 
others and enjoy the benefits that Herzl envisioned, as 
it was explained to Kingscourt:

“Trains run now to Damascus, Jerusalem and Bag-
dad. Since the railroad bridge over the Bosporus 
was finished, it is possible to travel directly, without 
change of cars, from Saint Petersburg or Odessa, from 
Berlin or Vienna, from Amsterdam, Calais, Paris, Ma-
drid or Lisbon to Jerusalem.”

Indeed, the new train might be able to help spread 
the light emanating from Jerusalem – not just to Tel 
Aviv, but to the rest of the world.  

With the newfound accessibility, 
some misperceptions of Jerusalem 
are likely to be shattered

PRIME MINISTER Benjamin Netanyahu and Transportation Minister 
Israel Katz show off their festive Rav-Kav smartcards on board the 
inaugural trip last month. (Transportation Ministry)
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